
3840/4 Bits, stainless, 5 x 89 mm

Bits for Hexagon Socket Screws

   

EAN: 4013288115645 Size: 89x7x7 mm

Part number: 05071103001 Weight: 18 g

Article number: 3840/4 Hex-Plus Country of origin: CZ

Customs tariff
number:

82079030

Solution to the extraneous rust problem: fasten stainless screws with stainless tools

For socket head screws

Hex-Plus allows socket head screws to live longer

1/4" hexagon drive (Wera connecting series 4)

Take it easy tool finder: colour coding according to profile and size

 

High quality bits out of stainless steel for hexagon socket screws. Wera stainless are made out of stainless steel which prevents the

formation of unsightly extraneous rust. The Hex-Plus profile offers a greater contact surface in the head of the screw. The notching

effect is therefore reduced to a minimum and damage to the screw head more or less eliminated. ¼" hexagon, suitable for holders as

per DIN ISO 1173-F 6.3.
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3840/4 Bits, stainless, 5 x 89 mm

Bits for Hexagon Socket Screws

Extraneous rust Screw stainless steel together
with stainless steel!

Stainless Steel Bits

Stainless steel has the property of

not rusting. However, if tools made

out of conventional steel are used

for stainless steel components or

screws, the particles left behind

from these tools can adhere to the

surface and then rust. This effect -

known as extraneous rust - can

impair the visual appearance and

even cause structural damage that

may result in expensive repair

work. The wear particles that

cause this rust effect can be

prevented by using stainless steel

tools.

Solution to the rust problem: screw

stainless steel together with

stainless steel! Wera stainless

steel tools are manufactured out of

stainless steel so unsightly rust

can be avoided.

Wera stainless steel bits are

manufactured out of stainless steel

so unsightly rust can be avoided.

The stainless steel bits from Wera

are vacuum ice-hardened and

have the hardness and strength

needed for screw connections.

There are no limitations to the

industrial applications they are

suitable for.

Vacuum ice-hardened Hex-Plus

The stainless steel tools from Wera

are vacuum ice-hardened and

have the hardness and strength

needed for screw connections.

There are no limitations to the

industrial applications they are

suitable for.

Hexagon socket screws are a

problem, because the contact

surfaces that transfer the force of

the tool to the screw are very

narrow. The consequence: the

head of the screw can be

damaged, usually rounding out the

recess. Hex-Plus tools have larger

contact surfaces to prevent this,

driving from the flats of the recess,

rather than the corners. Good to

know: Hex-Plus tools fit into every

standard hexagon socket screw!
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3840/4 Bits, stainless, 5 x 89 mm

Bits for Hexagon Socket Screws

Further versions in this product family:

mm inch mm inch

05071101001 3.0 89 3 1/2

05071102001 4.0 89 3 1/2

05071103001 5.0 89 3 1/2

05071049001 5.5 50 2

05071104001 6.0 89 3 1/2

05071105001 3/32" 89 3 1/2

05071106001 1/8" 89 3 1/2

05071107001 5/32" 89 3 1/2

05071108001 3/16" 89 3 1/2
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X-ON Electronics
 
Largest Supplier of Electrical and Electronic Components
 
Click to view similar products for Screwdrivers, Nut Drivers & Socket Drivers category:
 
Click to view products by  Wera manufacturer:  
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